
Our growing company is looking for a program manager, IT. Please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for program manager, IT

Manages customer expectations, provides updates to senior management,
runs steering committee meetings
Identifies and manages program dependencies and critical path
In support of the Manager – IT PMO, periodically reviews in-flight projects to
ensure they meet the PMO’s quality standards
Provides mentorship to Project Managers in order to achieve desired results
Deep evidence of matrixed leadership across global teams
Leads multiple teams and parallel workstreams in delivery of quality software
and technology solutions, working closely with technical teams to develop
and track release milestones and schedules
Coordinates with partners to deliver value and realization of clear business
benefits
Develops and manages project plans, work process investment plan, demand
and project staging plans with business partners and shared services
Manages teams of project managers, vendors, and technical leads in a highly
matrixed organization
Manages focused project recovery activities including quick situational
analysis, needs assessment, and hands-on collaboration to bring in distressed
projects and teams back on track

Qualifications for program manager, IT

Example of Program Manager, IT Job Description
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both senior and mid-level analysts/project managers
10+ years of professional experience managing technology projects with
cross-functional, matrix staff (including vendors) with high integration across
multiple lines of business and technical discipline
Previous experience as a Scrum Master to manage Agile projects with Agile
software development methodologies, specifically Scrum, Lean or Kanban
would be ideal
Ability to understand the key metrics to measure, observe and optimize
forms
Proficient with Microsoft Office, specifically Excel and PowerPoint, and
SharePoint
Ability to prioritize and organize multiple tasks, and maintain focus


